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LATEX and XML:

Cooperating with the Internet

Toulouse has developped a reputation of being a dynamic city: aeronautics, space, electronics, and
computers are its keywords. But even more, Toulouse lets you see its history as easily as its new modernity.

GUTenberg, the French-speaking TEX Users Group, also aims to be in the forefront of expanding
frontiers. The upcoming GUTenberg meeting will bring together people who are working on LATEX and XML

developments evolving at an incredible rate right now on the Internet.

And so GUTenberg has chosen to hold its last meeting of the millennium in the Rose-Coloured City,
from May 10 to 12, in the year 2000.

Authors are invited to submit their proposals in either French or English for consideration by the
Program Committee. The first page should include the title, name and address of the author(s), as well as
a time estimate for presentation.

Possible topics (not exhaustive)

• behind-the-scenes presence of LATEX in
browsers or other XML programs

• practical XML support for end-users (e.g., for
Internet exchange by authors)

• a world-wide XML standard for the next
decade

• XML use outside the Internet

• XML, search engines, browsers and public
domain applications

• tools, editors, previewers, printer drivers for
TEX engines

• LATEX extensions

• world-wide archives, CTAN servers,
maintenance, checking, improvements

• multi-language versions of tools, formats,
documents

• fonts

• standardisation

• applications for: PostScript, PDF, SGML,
HTML, XML, MathML, etc.

• graphics, sound, pictures

• editorial process

• aspects of scientific publication: tools for
math, physics, chemistry, etc.

• LATEX and competing products

Schedule

20 January 2000 submission of proposals
27 January 2000 acceptance notification
20 February 2000 deposit of paper
5 March 2000 submission of final paper

10–12 May 2000 conference in Toulouse

Ftp submission information

server: ftp.irisa.fr password: toulouse

user: gut2000 cd incoming

Create a directory using author name; deposit files,
then send a message to michele.jouhet@cern.ch

with details of directory and file names.

Upon acceptance, the necessary style files will be
available from this server to produce the article in
a form suitable for publication in the subsequent
proceedings.

For information contact

Michèle Jouhet (President):
michele.jouhet@cern.ch

Bernard Gaulle:
gaulle@idris.fr

Anne Collin (GUTenberg Office):
secretariat.gutenberg@ens.fr

Further details to be posted at: http://www.gutenberg.eu.org/manif/


